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Abstract

Online shopping become a

fashionable thing in the modern era.

People like to go behind the

technology even to buy and sell

their product through online mode

without physical contact. In our

proposed work, we combine two

algorithms on the dataset available

to get the best result in the e-

commerce field.



Research plan 

e- Commerce, e-marketing must

assistance buyers in their Product.

This comparison is acquired when

the client is visiting an e-shop on

the grounds that leaves an

advanced impression that can be

utilized to get his/her needs, wants

and requests just as to improve

web presence.



Association Rule Mining

Two-step approach:

1. Generate all frequent itemsets (sets of items whose 

support  minsup)

2. Generate high confidence association rules from each 

frequent itemset

 Each rule is a binary partitioning of a frequent itemset



Discovery of Sequential Patterns and Sequential 

Prediction

This section, however, presents methods to discover

frequent sequences and sequential relationships. 

Essentially, the main problem in frequent sequential 

pattern mining.



Interactive Association Rule Mining

This section, however, presents methods to discover frequent sequences and

sequential relationships. Essentially, the main problem in frequent sequential

pattern mining.



E-commerce data analysis
APRIORI ALGORITHMS

APRIORI-ALL ALGORITHMS

E-WEB MINING ALGORITHM

Financial Analyses

Marketing Analyses

Customer Analysis

Production Management Analysis

Logistic Analysis

Wage analysis

using machine learning Algorithm

Role of web mining in e-commerce

Language used for  Analysis
python



Flow chat for Process Execution 
Data Set

Pre-processing trained dataset /

Testing dataset

Apriori Algorithm

Analysis exact Data

Find out the Customer mind sets

E-Commerce Mining

Frequent Itemset



Proposed  Results 

Interactive Association Rule Mining with clustering on E commerce database to

generate recommendation we can increase the accuracy of personalized

recommendation.

The main problem with association rule mining is solved by using

Interactive Association Rule Mining. This one is important factor for any

commerce site because if we display more relevant product according to

customer preference it would results into increase revenue of the site

&customer loyalty.



Conclusion 

Examination of Association rule mining calculations (i.e)

Interactive Association Rule Mining apriori and FP Growth

development dependent on the correlation of the calculation to

discover the successive of clients engaged with e-shopping. In the

ends, a few thoughts for good e-shopping Practices identified with

the purchasing conduct examination of clients are appeared.


